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My pertinent experience for this blog post is with an iPad (specifically a "the new iPad" which is generally referred
to as the iPad 3) but I expect that these same results would be experienced for any iOS device (iPhone, iPod
Touch, etc.). No matter what your device, if you have direct experience with using this technique with a device
that is slow, unresponsive, and/or crashing, please post a comment about your experience (whether or not it
helped, anything you did different, etc..) as that will very much help other readers.
My iPad had become very unreliable: it crashed (or perhaps I should say it spontaneously rebooted) regularly
and when it was running, it was very slow to respond and at times downright unresponsive. The condition got
worse and worse to the point where I simply couldn't use it because it just wouldn't respond for more than a few
seconds before automatically restarting of its own accord.
The good news is that I was able to get my iPad back working like new by restoring it from a backup; the bad
news is that by the time I tried this approach, it had become very hard because the first step in the process is to
do a full backup of the device and that was very, very difficult because of my iPad's propensity for spontaneous
reboots (but fortunately, with a lot of patience and persistence, I was able to get my iPad to backup).
Now, to be clear, when the iPad was merely painfully slow, I had considering doing a restore from a backup but,
though it's easy and straightforward enough, doing a restore from a backup does take a bit of time and so I was
reticent to do it without some indication that it might help. For that reason, I searched for guidance and I wasn't
seeing people prominently pointing to doing a restore from backup as a troubleshooting step to try and so I
didn't jump to do it; as I said already, that that proved costly because things go so bad that I almost couldn't
successfully backup the iPad. And that then is the reason I'm writing this post: my hope is that when others
search in the future for what to do about extremely slow-to-respond (and even entirely unresponsive) iPads,
iPhones, and iPod Touches that crash and/or spontaneously and automatically reboot, they'll find this blog post
and be encouraged to try restoring from a backup--and then of course I further hope that those who do try this
approach will get the same results that I did: iOS devices that work like new. Please let me know in a comment if
it does or doesn't work for you.
Now as to the process of doing a backup and restore: I won't get terribly detailed here because you can find the
key details on Apple's Support website. But some notes:
1 . As I mentioned, this process is easy and straightforward but it does take some time; accordingly, make
sure you'll be able to dedicate your device to this task for an extended period of time (in other words,
don't expect to start this and be able to then take your iPhone somewhere a half hour later).
2 . To do the backup and restore, I used iTunes, not iCloud and I recommend that you do the same as it will
certainly be faster. However, I don't know any reason that it wouldn't work using iCloud.
3 . Since what you're going to be doing is reinitializing your device from a backup, the first thing you need to
do is backup your device so that the backup you're using for the reinitialization is current.
4 . Then you need to erase your device; this is mentioned but not actually described in the link above. You
can do this via iTunes or you can do it directly on the device. I believe these are not entirely
equivalent approaches but rather a factory reset via iTunes is a more extensive reset than merely erasing
the content and settings directly on the device. I erased the content and settings directly on the device
and that worked great for me. Note that the information on erasing the content and settings directly on
the device does not mention turning off Find My iPad (or Find my iPhone or whatever is appropriate for
your device) but to keep yourself out of trouble, I recommend turning that setting off. I turned it off prior
to doing the backup (step 2 above) so that Find My iPad was completely out of the picture and couldn't
cause any issues.
5 . Once your device has been erased/reset, you need to restore it from your backup. This part will take the
longest. Fortunately, you can just let it run while you do other things.
6 . Once you've restored the backup, if all goes well, you should hopefully be in really good shape with your
device! Specifically, your device should work like new. If it doesn't then unfortunately, you are probably
dealing with issues that this approach won't fix. But if your device is working well at this point, you'll want
to go back and turn on Find My iPad (or Find my iPhone or whatever is appropriate for your device). In
addition, if you're an iCloud Keychain user, check the iCloud Keychain setting (it's on the same screen as
the Find My iPad setting): I found that it was off and needed to be turned on (but fortunately, so far that's
the only setting I've found unexpectedly changed during this process).
So what exactly was wrong with my iPad that the backup and restore appears to have rectified? Well, I had
thought all the issues I was seeing (in addition to the poor performance and reliability, I had one app update
that just wouldn't finish, leaving the app in a sort of state of limbo; I couldn't remove it by clicking and holding
and hitting the "x" to delete it, I had to delete it via the Manage Storage area of the Usage area of the General
area of the Settings app) were perhaps because some of my iPad's solid state storage had gone bad (and I was
hoping that upon the backup and restore, iOS would avoid using the bad parts of the storage) but after the
restore I noticed that my iPad gained around 3 GB of additional free space. Interestingly, when my iPad was
misbehaving so badly, the amount of free space reported for the iPad in iTunes did not match the amount of
free space reported by the iPhone itself; however, after the backup and restore, the 2 reports matched. I
checked my iPhone, which doesn't have performance issues, and the report of its free space in iTunes matches
what the iPhone itself reports. This all leads me to believe that mismatches (at least significant mismatches)
between the reports of the free space provided by an iOS device and iTunes may be a good indicator that
something is seriously amiss with that iOS device. Certainly in the case of my iPad it seems there were some
serious "cobwebs" in there that were cleared out by the backup and restore. But regardless of exactly what was
going on, I'm just glad it seems to be better now and I hope it stays that way!
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As they say, your mileage may vary but I very much hope your results are as good as mine have been!

